
“Sun’s success in providing scalable, secure Internet technologies dovetails well with 

Caveo’s offerings. Sun provides the product innovation and we add the value, unique to

each client’s requirements.”

– Gordon Hogg, Partner, Caveo Technology Group

Caveo Technology Group is a leading provider of products and solutions that address the infra-

structure requirements of mid-market companies. Headquartered in Toronto, Canada, the company

supports clients throughout North America, with expertise in industries such as financial services,

manufacturing, and telecommunications. Caveo also has a seven-year relationship with

Sun Microsystems as both a Sun™ iForceSM Partner and a Sun ONE Elite iForce Partner for the

Sun Open Net Environment (Sun ONE).

A Pre-integrated Approach to Solutions 

Caveo maintains a strong focus on minimizing complexity and total cost of ownership (TCO)

while speeding time to benefit for its clients. In support of this focus, Caveo specializes in providing

unique, pre-integrated products and solutions that install immediately and are nonintrusive to

existing operational environments. Many of Caveo’s customers—such as Royal Bank, Toronto

Star, Progistix, and CIBC Mellon—have leveraged Caveo’s industry expertise and experience in

building pre-integrated technology solutions to guarantee successful delivery and immediate

payback on technology investments.

Caveo Business Solutions

Caveo backs its product and solution offerings with professional services that guarantee success-

ful delivery and ensure that clients realize their return on investment (ROI) in a timely fashion.

This includes providing the first line of support for all products in a given solution. 

Each Caveo business solution is unique, and is designed to reduce or eliminate operational

costs and management support and complexity in the following three areas.
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Key highlights

Industry Expertise

• Financial Services

• Manufacturing

• Media

• Retail

• Telecommunications

Services

• Strategic Planning and Discovery 

• Investment Evaluation 

• Architecture and Design

• Implementation and Deployment

Solutions

• Secure Remote Access

• Microsoft Alternatives 

• Identity Management

Sun™ ONE Expertise

• Sun™ ONE Meta-Directory Server

• Sun ONE Identity Server

• Sun ONE Messaging Server

• Sun ONE Portal Server

• Sun ONE Web Server

• Sun ONE Applications Server

• StarOffice™ Office Suite
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Caveo Brings Products,
Solutions, Services to 
Mid-Market Companies
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Secure Remote Access

Caveo’s AccessAnywhere solution combines

the best features of virtual private networks

(VPNs), extranets, and dial-up connections

in a single network appliance. This unique,

prebuilt solution combines the Sun Fire™ V210

hardware platform with the Sun ONE Portal

Server and several third-party software

products for secure access to any UNIX®,

IBM AS400, mainframe or Microsoft

Windows application. 

The AccessAnywhere platform provides

users with the flexibility to access any critical

business process or business application from

a standard Web browser. With no client software

to install and manage, the platform virtually

eliminates all of the management headaches

and costs associated with maintaining tradi-

tional VPN remote access deployments. This

combination of lower cost and reduced

complexity frees organizations to increase the

number of remote access users for less cost

than it typically takes to deliver just a handful

of remote users with a VPN today. Adding

remote users and extending their workday,

without the need for expensive company

laptops, translates into greater employee

productivity and lower operational costs.

Microsoft Alternative Solutions

Caveo has pre-integrated a number of desktop

productivity and server solutions that enable

organizations to minimize or reduce the cost

of acquiring and/or owning Microsoft software

and associated personal computers.

For example, Caveo’s unique, pre-built

desktop productivity alternatives combine

the Sun hardware platform with the Sun ONE

Messaging Server to help clients maintain the

Microsoft Outlook desktop client without the

expense of deploying Microsoft Exchange

licenses and upgrades. Likewise, Sun’s

StarOffice™ Office Suite can provide significant

cost savings over Microsoft Office XP. 

Similar savings are made possible by

deploying Caveo’s unique, pre-built server

alternatives, which combine the Sun hardware

platform with Sun ONE software and third-

party software products to provide file and

print services or terminal services without

the need for equivalent Citrix or Microsoft

Windows product licenses. 

All these solutions reduce Microsoft

licensing costs while providing the same user

“look and feel,” so organizations can reduce

their IT budgets without impacting user

productivity and satisfaction.

Identity Management

With the proliferation of Active Directory, LDAP,

e-mail, legacy, and “home grown” directories

inside even the smallest organizations, the goal

of a “strategic identity management” platform

that addresses federated identity, policy-based

access management, and single sign-on presents

a complex and challenging exercise.

Based on more than seven years of experi-

ence in helping organizations build strategic

identity management platforms, Caveo has

created its operational identity management

solution, CentraID, a proven approach to

simplifying these challenges by centralizing

and unifying directory technologies. 

Caveo’s CentraID solution is built on

the Sun ONE Directory Server and provides

organizations with a central user identification

repository that unifies user identities and

provides password synchronization. This

integrated repository serves as the platform for

the delivery of new services, such as employee

self-service capabilities, as well as the provi-

sioning and de-provisioning of IT resources.

The Commitment to Sun Technology

To maintain its commitment as a Sun ONE

Elite iForce Partner and an exclusive integrator

of Sun ONE software products, Caveo ensures

that every consultant is trained and certified

on Sun hardware and Sun ONE software, with

particular focus on the Sun ONE Portal Server

and the Sun ONE Platform for Network Identity. 

Together, Sun and Caveo help organizations

lower their operational costs and reduce com-

plexity within and beyond their IT operations

and management.
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Get the details.

For more information on Caveo Technology

Group, please visit caveo.ca. And for addi-

tional information on Sun software, please

visit sun.com/software.


